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In Finland, the national curriculum is the basic document that guides school 
teachers in their work. The last national curriculum for basic education was 
published in 2004 (National Core Curriculum for Basic Education, henceforth 
referred to as the NC 2004). This document states that the main underlying values 
of the education include a respect for human rights, equality, and democracy (p. 
12). It also takes seriously the role of language and culture for the development of 
individuals and the community: “Basic education must also support each pupil’s 
linguistic and cultural identity and the development of his or her mother tongue” 
(NC 2004, 12).  This aim is supported by devoting more lessons to the subject of 
mother tongue and literature (henceforth MTL) than to any other subject in basic 
education. As a consequence, MTL is taught in every grade in basic education, 
and it is also prominent subject of studies in secondary education. For example, it 
is the only compulsory choice in the matriculation examination test in the end of 
upper secondary school. Furthermore, Finnish university students, regardless of 
the field of their major, are expected to study (scientific) literacy skills in the 
courses that are dedicated to their mother tongue education.  
Finland has two national languages, Finnish and Swedish. While the national 
curricula for the subjects MTL (Finnish) and MTL (Swedish) are similar, they are 
not identical (NC 2004). In Finnish basic education, it is also possible, under some 
conditions, to study Sami, Romany, or Finnish sign language as the mother 
tongue, and to some extent to study also some other language as the mother tongue 
(NC 2004; Tainio & Grünthal 2012). However, in this article, the acronym MTL 
will refer to the subject of Finnish as the mother tongue taught in the Finnish-
medium schools. Ninety percent of the population of Finland speaks Finnish as 
their mother tongue; this is why the great majority of schools use Finnish as the 
medium of studies. 
In addition to the national curriculum, Finnish schools create and write their own 
curricula in order to specify their own ideas and goals of education. This procedure 
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is developed not only to help schools and teachers to identify their own strengths 
and common pedagogical ideas but also to explain these openly and in more detail 
to all concerned, especially to students and their parents. (Vitikka 2009.) 
However, these documents provide teachers the freedom to choose their own 
teaching materials, teaching methods, as well as their individual focus and 
emphasis on the content. This all has been cited as one of the reasons for the 
success of Finnish students in the international assessments such as Pisa 
(Hautamäki et al. 2008).  
Some researchers have, nevertheless, been sceptical about the teachers’ 
independent academic and didactic contributions to the local curricula of their 
school. The local curricula have sometimes followed extremely closely the order 
and content of the textbook chosen for use in the school; and when a new textbook 
has been selected, the local curriculum has been changed to follow the new order 
and content of the selected volume (Heinonen 2005, 5). This has lead researchers 
to ask whether the textbook in practice is treated as the curriculum of the subject 
(Heinonen 2005, 34–35; Pynnönen 2006). While these observations refer to 
teachers in Finland in general, in the MTL framework, it becomes interesting to 
ask and explore the role of the textbook in MTL classrooms. In other words, what 
is the importance of the textbook for the assigned curriculum in MTL? 
Furthermore, how does the textbook organize the pedagogic interaction between 
teachers and students? And finally, how do teachers use textbooks in the course 
of the interaction in the classroom, and how do students orient to that textbook 
during their lessons?  
In this article I will investigate the use of school textbooks in Finnish MTL 
classrooms. After providing some background information about the subject, 
MTL textbooks and earlier studies on this phenomenon, I will turn to analyse MTL 
classroom interaction in order to identify the basic functions that textbooks have 
in organizing the pedagogic – or other types of – classroom interaction. My data 
consists of naturally occurring classroom interaction both in lower and upper 
grades of basic education1. The data will be explored by applying 
ethnomethodological conversation analysis (e.g. Schegloff 2006; Tainio 2007).  
 
Mother tongue and literature education and textbooks  
                                                          
1 In this article, my data consist of video recorded lessons both in the lower and the upper 
grades in basic education. On lower grades, I have analysed 14 MTL lessons on 6th grade 
(students aged about 12). This material was collected in the Centre of Educational 
Assessment (Department of Teacher Education, University of Helsinki) in 2004 in the 
Helsinki area. I want to thank especially Sirkku Kupiainen for her generous help with this 
data. In addition, I have analyzed 10 MTL lessons in the upper grades in basic education, 
most of them collected in the 9th grade (students aged about 15) in the Helsinki area. These 
data has been video recorded in 2002–2011. 
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The central aim for MTL in the national curriculum education is that when 
students complete their basic education they have developed sufficient literacy 
skills for their further studies and everyday life in the society (NC 2004, 44–55; 
Linnakylä & Arffman 2007), that is, to study literacy in its deepest sense 
(Christenbury, Bomer & Smagorinsky 2009). This aim is approached by studying 
the various aspects of literacy, with the help of communication studies, literature, 
media, drama, theater, and folklore studies, as well as linguistics, including 
obtaining a knowledge of grammar, sociolinguistics, language policy, and 
language awareness. MTL is depicted as “an informational, artistic and skill 
subject” which helps the student to develop a healthy sense of self-esteem and to 
become “an active and ethically responsible communicator and reader who gets 
involved in culture and participates in and influences society” (NC 2004, 12, 44).  
The production of textbooks is organized by commercial publishers, and usually, 
the schools and the teachers themselves are usually free to choose those books for 
their use that they see as being the most appropriate for their own pedagogical 
goals. In practice, there are, of course, restrictions, most of them economic but 
also administrational or social. For instance, some schools are obliged to follow 
the decisions made by the local educational municipality; other schools adhere to 
their strict tradition of using specific textbooks, or sometimes several teachers are 
expected to select a textbook by reaching a consensus regarding the most 
appropriate textbook for all of them to use. (Palmu 2003, 90.) Earlier, until 1992, 
the National Board of Education was in charge of inspecting of all the new 
learning materials for schools, but currently, the practice is that the teachers 
themselves are expected to select those materials that are of a high academic level, 
adhere to the national curriculum, and are pedagogically suitable for their 
teaching. They may choose from the parallel series available on the market. 
Teachers are therefore constantly facing the competing commercials of different 
materials from several publishers. For example, currently there are seven series 
available in the market for Finnish MTL education in the upper grades of 
comprehensive school, and some of the publishers have more than one series of 
textbooks available at the same time (the situation in April 2012).  
As these textbooks are produced for the market, the writers, editors and publishers 
attempt to design and write as high quality books as possible, both academically 
and pedagogically. The textbooks need to be rich in their content, illustration and 
typography as well as in the other aspects of the design of the book. These books 
are typically created by a team; and one book is usually meant for one subject and 
for one grade. Moreover, each book is usually accompanied by a workbook or by 
other kinds of supplementary learning material, and always with a guidebook for 
teachers. On average, in my opinion, the textbooks published for Finnish MTL 
education are of high quality, covering many aspects of the subject, and they take 
into account the contents and purposes of teaching and learning in the framework 
of current national curricula. This is not to argue that textbooks could not be 
developed further in several aspects. For example, research reveals that the 
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textbooks do not always promote equality in respect to gender and sexuality 
(Palmu 2003; Tainio & Teräs 2010; Tainio forthcoming).  
 
Mother tongue and literature teachers as textbook users  
There are many earlier observations on Finnish teachers using textbooks 
extensively in their teaching (e.g. Kari 1988; Norris et al. 1996; Gordon, Holland 
& Lahelma 2000) but little research has been conducted particularly on how 
especially MTL teachers utilize textbooks in their teaching. For the background 
literature of my analysis on classroom data, I will refer to two recent surveys 
(Heinonen 2005; Luukka et al. 2008), one also including teachers’ interviews 
(Heinonen 2005), as well as the latest national survey on MTL education 
(Lappalainen 2011), and an ethnographic study that includes both interviews and 
observations on MTL lessons (Palmu 2003). I will refer to these studies in order 
to better formulate questions regarding on, how many teachers use textbooks in 
their teaching, and what that influence is on their teaching. What is important to 
point out is that, with the exception of Palmu’s observations (2003), all these 
studies rely on teacher self-reports and their beliefs regarding their own activities 
and not on the analyses of their activities in naturally occurring classroom 
situations using, for example, video recorded classroom interaction as data. As a 
consequence, these types of studies might have produced a very different type of 
results (cf. Schoultz, Säljö & Wyndhamn 2001). 
All the above-mentioned surveys report that MTL teachers use textbooks very 
much in their teaching. For example, in their survey of 750 subject teachers2 of 
MTL and second or foreign language (S/FL) teachers in the last (9th) grade of 
Finnish basic education, Luukka et al. (2008, 90–98) discovered that 76% of the 
MTL teachers report using textbooks often in their teaching; and 93% of them 
also considered the textbook to be the most important teaching material. 
According to the latest national survey, a slightly increased percentage, that is, 
85% of the MTL teachers report using textbooks rather extensively or very 
extensively in their teaching (Lappalainen 2011, 25). However, it should be noted 
that there are always teachers who do not use textbooks in their teaching: in 
Finnish-medium schools 4% of the MTL teachers, and in Swedish-medium 
schools as much as 42% of the MTL teachers did use textbooks minimally or not 
at all in their teaching (Hellgren 2011, 65). 
                                                          
2 In Finnish basic education, the teachers receive a different type of education in respect 
to the grades they are to teach. For teaching in the lower grades (1–6; pupils aged 7-12), 
primary teachers get more education in pedagogy and less education in subject teaching; 
in the upper grades of basic education (7–9; pupils aged 12-15) as well as in the secondary 
schools, the teachers are referred to as subject teachers, and they are specifialized in the 
didactics of certain subjects, such as MTL or mathematics.    
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In addition, the percentages concerning MTL teachers could be compared to those 
of the S/FL teachers of whom 98% report using a textbook often in their teaching, 
98% consider the textbook as the most important teaching material, and 
furthermore, 37% are of the opinion that all the information one needs in teaching 
can be found in a textbook (Luukka et al. 2008, 90–98). MTL teachers actually 
report using more fictional texts in their classrooms than school textbooks, and of 
the MTL teachers, only 14% think that all information needed in teaching can be 
found in the textbook (Luukka et al. 2008). This means that the S/FL teachers use 
textbooks and rely on them in their teaching more than the MTL teachers (see also 
Pitkänen-Huhta 2003).  
According to Heinonen’s (2005) smaller survey (157 teachers) and interview data 
(23 teachers), especially in the lower grades of basic education, the primary 
teachers’ agenda adhere quite closely to the contents of the textbook in MTL and 
especially in mathematics. These teachers expect that both the textbook and the 
guidebook for teachers be designed to help their work and to offer various types 
of exercises for students to motivate them. Typically, teachers who closely follow 
the contents of the textbooks do not, on average, favor student-centered teaching 
methods (see also Kaikkonen 2011). However, according to Heinonen (2005, 
158), both the teachers in the lower grades and the MTL teachers in the upper 
grades remain more motivated to use student-centered methods than, for example, 
subject teachers of mathematics. Heinonen (2005, 155) also determined that 
particularly MTL teachers thought it to be significant to develop their own 
pedagogical knowledge.  
However, in Palmu’s (2003) ethnographic study concerning the upper grades of 
basic education, MTL education is described in a slightly different light. 
According to the interviews of both teachers and students and researcher’s 
observations, the textbooks in MTL classrooms are treated as a genre among 
others, and the MTL textbook is not seen as the most prominent genre for teaching 
and learning (Palmu 2003, 68–69). This is in line with the results by Luukka et al. 
(2008), since MTL teachers seem to use many types of texts and genres in 
classrooms (see also Niemi 2011). In the interviews conducted with MTL 
teachers, they also mention that they should themselves like the books they use, 
otherwise their teaching cannot be successful (Palmu 2003, 88); they also report 
that the more experience they have in teaching, the easier it is for them to focus 
on the most relevant materials in the textbooks and to select the sections that 
motivate students (Palmu 2003, 90).  
All these results and observations present a somewhat puzzling picture of textbook 
use in MTL teaching. They suggest that MTL teachers in the upper grades make 
use of textbooks in their teaching rather often but not as often as the other subject 
teachers. However, teaching MTL in the lower grades constitutes following to a 
greater extent the contents of the textbooks and the instructions offered in 
guidebooks for teachers. Nevertheless, these studies do not report on how teachers 
actually use textbooks and how literacy practices are organized in MTL 
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classrooms (cf. Pitkänen-Huhta 2003). To investigate the functions of textbooks 
for the organization of classroom interaction, I will now turn to analyze the actual 
literacy practices in classrooms.  
Textbook-based literacy events in mother tongue and 
literature classrooms  
In this article, by the term literacy event, I refer to those sequences of action in the 
classroom where students and teachers act and interact around a text that is 
available for the participants (for the definition of the term literacy event, see also 
Pitkänen-Huhta 2003, 60-61; Bloome et al. 2005, 6). More specifically, I am 
interested in the role of textbooks, which means that I will focus on literacy events 
involving participants acting and interacting with texts that appear in a textbook. 
In her study on English as a foreign language classroom, Pitkänen-Huhta (2003) 
analyzes the role of the textbook in interaction in order determine out how literacy 
events are organized, how the shape of the text also shapes the literacy event and 
pedagogic interaction, and in how texts are talked about in the classroom.  
In my analysis I will focus on the functions of textbooks for the organization of 
interaction and on the scheme of the literacy events that can be identified in my 
data (see also Pitkänen-Huhta 2003). However, it should be emphasized that in 
this article, I only indicate some aspects of the various functions and ways, and 
levels of functions in which textbooks are used in the course of classroom 
interaction (see also Wikman 2004, Nygård Larsson 2011). I will thus provide 
examples and merely focus on three aspects of the use of a textbook. First, the use 
of a textbook as a material artefact, and second, the textbook used as the agenda, 
and third, the textbook used as the instruction.  
1 Textbook as a material artefact  
Textbooks are often used in classrooms to indicate concretely the moves from one 
phase of a lesson to another. To orient to the textbook as a physical artefact means 
that the participants handle the book in some ways, for example, that students take 
up their textbooks from their schoolbags and put them on their desks. These types 
of student embodied activities effectively serve the purpose of activating all 
participants to join in participating and it makes it clear to all students that a new 
phase of their pedagogic interaction is about to commerce.  
My first example is taken from a lesson in the 9th grade. Here, the object of 
teaching is the history and status of Finland and the Finnish language in the 19th 
century. Prior to this extract, the teacher has been talking about this subject at 
length. During his monologue, he sits in front of the classroom on his desk, 
holding the textbook in his hands. Even so, he looks at the students and not at the 
book. Students are sitting quietly at their desks but some of them display non-
participation, for example, by leaning forward resting on their desks, or by 
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involving themselves in some other activities. (In the following transcripts, 
teachers are referred to as Teacher, and the names of the students are pseudonyms. 
The transcription conventions are available in Appendix 1.)  
Example 1. (History of Finnish, 9th grade) 
01 Teacher: - - se oli [lähtökohta. hh ja se oli vain 
            - - that was the starting point. hh and  
                        [((opens the book)) 
02 [osa Ruotsin valta[kuntaa. (0.7) .hh nyt  
            [it was just a part of Sweden. (0.7) .hh now 
            [((lifts the opened book slowly upwards)) 
                       [((gaze at textbook))                                                                   
03          [ottakaa sivu kaheksantoista. (1.0) 
 [take page eighteen. (1.0)  
 [((gaze at the students, holds up the opened 
 book showing it to the students, shaking it 
 slightly)) 
04 kirjasta. tai auke[ema sivu kaheksan- toist 
            in the book. Or pages eigh- teen  
                              [((book down again, gaze at 
the book; stands up and starts walking around  
while looking at the book)) 
05 (0.5) yheksäntoist. 
 (0.5) nineteen. 
06 Matti:   [no nii?   
            [okay? 
            [((students start to put their textbooks on 
  their desks and search for the right page)) 
07 Teacher: no nii?   
 okay? 
08      (0.8)((teacher: gazes at his book, walking; 
 students: pick up their textbooks, search for 
  the right page)) 
09 Teacher: sit saatte ekan tehtävän et päästään alkuun. 
            then you get the first exercise and we get 
 started.  
At the beginning of this extract, the teacher is about to finish his lengthy 
monologue on the subject (lines 1–3). This is evident both from his verbal and 
nonverbal activities. Towards the end of that monologue, the teacher’s voice 
becomes quieter, and before the first pause on line 2, the intonation is falling, 
marking the end of the on-going turn constructional unit (Schegloff 2006). In 
addition, nonverbally his activities indicate that a new phase is beginning, and 
furthermore, that the textbook will be of importance in that new phase. He shifts 
his gaze from the students at the book in his hands and back to students (lines 3–
4), stressing the importance of the book and of certain pages for the next activity. 
He also lifts the book up, and shows it to students by shaking it, probably to get 
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students to focus their attention on the book (lines 3–4). During his instruction on 
searching for certain pages (lines 3–4), the teacher himself stands up and starts to 
move around, looking at his own book in his hands. This activity gives students 
time to concentrate on the activity of picking up their books and searching for the 
right page. During the teacher’s quiet moving around, one of the students, Matti, 
says aloud a pair of dialogue particles (no niin, line 6) that usually in Finnish 
classroom interaction, and especially in the repertoire of this specific teacher, 
indicate moving from one phase to another (ISK 2004, Tainio 2012). The teacher 
repeats the students’ turn (line 7) and after a pause, informs the students of what 
will be done next and what is the meaning of the textbook in the next phase of the 
lesson (line 9).  
This example illustrates a very common practice that can be found in all the 
classrooms in my data. The teachers use various verbal and nonverbal cues to 
indicate that it is time for the students to pick up their textbooks and to search for 
a certain page in them. This allows both the teacher and the students to concentrate 
on embodied activities for a while; usually these types of teacher’s instructions 
follow the teacher’s lengthy monologues or public pedagogic discussions on 
certain subjects. Using a textbook as an artefact allows teachers to manifest 
publicly and efficiently the agenda of the lesson and to indicate the changes in the 
modes of pedagogic activities (see also Example 5).  
2 Textbook used as the agenda 
Earlier studies suggest that textbooks exert a major influence on the local school 
curriculum (Heinonen 2005, Pynnönen 2006). In my data it became evident that 
the textbook significantly influences at least on the level of the agenda for the 
lessons. This is especially true when teachers want to check homework and to 
discuss on correct answers, they design their teaching along the lines of textbook 
sections or exercises (Kaikkonen 2011; Pitkänen-Huhta 2003). In my data, this 
pattern is especially common in lessons on 6th grade (age 12), when students are 
expected to learn Finnish grammar. The scheme of these literacy events is 
surprisingly similar to the one Pitkänen-Huhta (2003) has identified in her data.  
According to Pitkänen-Huhta’s (2003) analysis, a typical pattern for a public 
literacy event in classroom interaction consists of four steps. She argues that in 
EFL lessons, the most typical literacy events are carried out during the review of 
homework or other exercises. The steps for these types of literacy events are 
illustrated in the following scheme (Pitkänen-Huhta 2003, 65-140): 
I The teacher introduces the exercise  
II The teacher reads the instruction aloud verbatim  
III The student’s answer, the teacher’s acceptance 
IV The teacher closes the sequence  
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During the first step, the teacher introduces on a general level, the content, and 
usually also the aim of the exercise; that is, the teacher points out the agenda for 
the next phase of the lesson (see Example 2). During the second step, the teacher 
reads aloud the instruction from the textbook or from the other source of the 
written text. Reading aloud seems to signify to the students the importance of the 
verbal design of the instruction (see Examples 3 and 5, cf. Nissi 2010, Tainio & 
Piirainen-Marsh 2011). This probably explains why the text is read aloud even 
when it is available for students to read in their own books on their desks. This 
reading aloud also serves as a signal for students to focus on the on-going activity 
and to orient to their important contribution in this literacy event, namely to 
answer. For example, in my data, the students often raise their hands to signal their 
readiness to answer even before the teacher finishes reading aloud (see Example 
4; also Lehtimaja 2012). The third step in the scheme, the answers of the students 
and the teacher’s acceptance, can be carried out following a repeated routine that 
follows the three-part turn sequence that is typical for classroom interaction, 
namely the initiation–response–evaluation sequence (IRE, see e.g. Mehan 1985; 
Nikula 2007; example 4). However, this step can also consist of several longer 
turns, and turn out to be developed as a lengthy sequence that includes the 
students’ questions, comments and other initiatives, as well as the teacher’s 
answers and comments, both in connection to the students’ turns and as presented 
independently. This step forms the core of the literacy event. The fourth step is 
usually very short, merely the informing that the event is to be finished, which on 
the other hand, is also evident to the students as they share the same text or 
exercise as their teacher. However, this step displays the move to the next phase 
of the lesson (see Example 5). 
The next examples (2–5) illustrate the steps in the scheme of the literacy events in 
a 6th grade MTL classroom while studying Finnish grammar. These examples are 
taken from the same lesson. The object is to study nominative and genitive cases 
by completing the exercises in the textbook. Students have been assigned these 
exercises as homework and now the correct answers are checked in a discussion 
led by the teacher.  
The first extract (Example 2) occurs at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher 
has checked who is present and has planned a timetable for the forthcoming 
lessons. After that, the teacher explains the agenda of the current lesson. This 
occurs five minutes after the lesson has begun. In the beginning of this extract, the 
teacher stands in front of the class, looking at the students. 
Example 2 (Nominative and Genitive, 6th grade) 
01 Teacher: [TOTA ni tarkistetaan nominatiivitehtävät (.) 
            [OKAY we check the nominative exercises (.) 
            [((gaze shifts from the students to the 
 textbook on her desk)) 
02         katotaan vähä [genetiivitehtäviä ja  
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            then we take a[ look at the genitive exercises  
                          [((gaze at students))  
03        sen jälkeen mä palautan noi aineet ja sit 
            and then I give you your texts and then  
04 vähä[lueskellaan niitä 
 we’ll read them a bit  
05 Student:     [jes: 
                [yes: 
05 Teacher: siel on tosi hauskoja juttu↑ja[ (.) ja tota: 
            there we find really funny sto↑ries [ (.) and:: 
 
 
                                          [((starts to 
 walk towards her desk, reaching for her 
 textbook)) 
06          krmh (0.8) sivu on::, 
            krmh (0.8) the page is::, 
07 Jouko:  kakskyt[ yks. 
            twenty  [one. 
08                  [((teacher picks up her book))  
09  (3.6) ((students start to take the textbooks on 
 their desks, searching for the right page)) 
The agenda of this 45-minute lesson therefore becomes clear for the students; the 
teacher has the students’ attention at the point of the introduction (lines 1–4). She 
also marks prosodically that a new phase is beginning by increasing the volume 
of her voice (see Skidmore & Murakami 2010). Nonverbally, she marks the 
textbook as an important artefact for this literacy event by looking at it during the 
introduction of the agenda (line 1). After introducing it, she returns to the very 
local level, the grammar exercise and the role of the textbook. She begins to walk 
towards her book and tries to mention the page of the textbook (lines 5–6). 
However, while she is still searching for the right page, Jouko, one of the male 
students, completes her turn by mentioning the right page (line 7). The teacher 
approves of this contribution and as a consequence does not mention the page 
number. This completion by the student in this context signals the eagerness of 
the students to engage in the on-going activity. In my data, it was the male students 
who participated enthusiastically in the activity of doing grammar exercises. This 
was evident in all the lessons on grammar in my data on 6th grade. One unexpected 
finding was that, in contrast to earlier findings, these findings do not support the 
general belief that boy students are not motivated in MTL education (e.g. 
Lappalainen 2011), and especially not to study grammar (e.g. Sarmavuori & 
Maunu 2011).  
The next example will illustrate the ways in which the teacher presents the exact 
instruction for the students to respond to. This is done typically by reading the 
instruction aloud verbatim. What is interesting is that the students seem to treat 
this procedure as if it were the normal practice: they orient to it as the natural way 
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of presenting the instruction of a textbook-based exercise (see also Pitkänen-
Huhta 2003). The practice of reading aloud the instructions verbatim from the 
textbooks or from the additional learning materials could be found in almost all of 
the lessons in my data. However, this extract is from the 6th grade, in the sequence 
where the participants move from one exercise to the next. The citation marks in 
the transcript indicate that the reading occurred verbatim from the book. The 
teacher is standing in front of the classroom, constantly shifting her gaze from the 
students to the textbook and back during the extract.  
Example 3 (Nominative and Genitive, 6th grade) 
01 Teacher: [sitte (.) ”kakkostehtävä (.) muuta sanat 
 [then (.) ”exercise two (.) inflect the words 
 [((standing in front of the classroom)) 
02 perusmuotoon siis  
 into their basic form that is           
03         <yk:s:ikön:> nomina[tiiviin:  
  into the nom:inative: <sin[::gular> 
 
 
                  [((sits on a desk in 
 front of the class))  
04 ja kirjoita perusmuotoiset s:anat ”. 
            and write the basic forms down”. 
 
Once again, teacher uses her gaze to indicate that both the students and the 
textbook are important for the task. At the end of this extract, she sits down and 
thus implies that this task will probably take at least some time. While she reads 
aloud the text, she uses her prosody to mark those concepts that are the most 
important in this instruction, that is, terms nominative and singular (line 3); by 
doing this, she manages to point out that these concepts offer a scientific 
description for the everyday concept of the basic form. She slows down the tempo 
of her speech when mentioning these terms, which, of course, are not only the key 
concepts but are also probably the most difficult part of the instruction. This means 
that, reading aloud seems not only to be the appropriate way to stress the fact that 
it is important to understand and to follow the instruction strictly, but also to show 
students her pedagogic stance towards their earlier knowledge and towards her 
professional knowledge concerning what is difficult for the students to learn at 
this age.  
Example 4 illustrates the routine way in which the checking of the answers during 
textbook-based literacy events can be carried out. These kinds of sequences are 
common but they are usually interrupted by different kinds of students’ or 
teacher’s comments, questions or other kinds of remarks that are connected to the 
issue in question.  The elaboration of the development of Step III (The student’s 
answer, the teacher’s acceptance) will be left in future. In this article, I will only 
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display the core structure of this step by showing how the basic turn taking is 
organized during this activity. In this extract, the students are asked to inflect 
nouns into the genitive plural. In Finnish, the genitive plural usually has two 
different forms; the task here is to mention both of them3.  Prior to the extract, 
Frida has been sitting her hand raised up, ready to answer, even before the teacher 
presented the question. Just before line 1, the teacher made a playful comment 
regarding another student’s previous answer and also addresses a playful 
comment to Frida. This means that the teacher was already looking at Frida in the 
beginning of the line 1, and the elicitation of the turn for her is possible only by 
using the verb form of a second person singular (see also Lehtimaja 2012). 
Example 4 (Nominative and Genitive, 6th grade) 
01 Teacher: [saat sanoo seuraavan. 
  [you may say the next one.  
            [((looking at Frida, smiling)) 
02 Frida:   [öää (.)     [lyhyiden lyhyitten. 
            [umm (.)     [short ones short ones    
            [((smiling)) [((gaze at textbook))    
03 Teacher: ly[hyiden  lyhyitt[en.  (.)    kol[me 
           sh[ort ones short [ones. (.)   thr[ee.  
   [((teacher    ga[zes at the tex[tbook in her 
 hands)) 
                              [((several   st[udents raise 
 their hands)) 
                                             [((teacher 
 gazes at the students)) 
04          [(.) Timo. 
            [ (.) Timo. 
 [((teacher looks at the students and then at 
Timo)) 
05 Timo:    (on)kse[ päiden päitten. 
            is it hea[ds heads. 
                     [((gazes at book)) 
06 Teacher: päiden päit[ten. 
            heads    he[ads.  
                       [((gazes at book)) 
                       [((students raise their hands)) 
07 Timo:   päiden [päitten 
           heads  [heads. 
08 Teacher: [nel[jä tervee(llinen). 
           [fo [ur healt(hy).  
                [((gazes at the students)) 
                [((students raise their hands)) 
09       [(.)  Aune. 
                                                          
3 To keep the translation simple, in the English version of the transcription, the genitive 
forms are presented in the nominative plural, e.g. heads heads, lines 5–7. 
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          [(.)  Aune.  
                [((gazes at Aune)) 
The detailed transcript indicates how smoothly the process of turn taking is 
delivered during this task. The teacher and the students orient to each other and to 
the textbook in turns, marking them by their shifts in their gazes to indicate not 
only the importance of the textbook and the recipients of the talk, but also the 
importance of the repeated rhythm and tempo emerged in this activity. This 
repetition is manifested verbally by repeating the IRE sequence one after the other. 
However, the repetition is also manifested nonverbally. For example, the students 
look at the teacher when they request a turn, and after getting it, they orient back 
to the book. The teacher then looks at the students after she has been able to glance 
at the next instruction, and when a student begins to answer, the teacher’s gaze 
shifts back to the book. During this repetitive verbal and nonverbal routine, the 
students are actively participating with several students raising their hands even 
prior to the actual instruction by the teacher (lines 3 and 6). Moreover, all the 
participants seem to display a shared focus of interaction. The textbook plays a 
central role in this process – the shared text is the focus of the talk, forming the 
structure of the discussion, and all participants are nonverbally dividing their 
attention between the participants and the text.  
Pitkänen-Huhta (2003) reports that the literacy event was always closed by the 
teacher, and that this closing was always rather short. This also applies to my data. 
The moves from one phase to another during the classroom interaction were 
minimal and usually clearly marked as closings. In the following example, the 
teacher and the students have checked their homework and are ready for the 
students to read their own stories. In the beginning of this extract, the teacher is 
sitting in front of the class on a desk. They have just finished the previous exercise 
and have commented on it. The teacher then moves on. 
Example 5 (Nominative and Genitive, 6th grade) 
01 Teacher: [okei (1.2 ) ”alleviivaa ne (.) Nirppa-sanat  
            [okay (1.2) “underline those (.) Nirppa4 words  
            [((gaze from student to the book in hand))  
02          joilla tarkoitetaan omistajaa.” (1.0) oliks 
            that refer to the owner”        (1.0) was 
03 [ tää (.) ei [ollu.=ei sitte,  
 [this (.) it [wasn’t.=well okay then,  
            [((gazes a[t the students))                           
04 Students:          [e:i. 
                      [no:. 
05          (.)  
06 Teacher: mennääkö aineisii. 
  should we begin with your texts. 
                                                          
4 Nirppa is a fictional character in the textbook.  
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07 Timo: joo 
 yea 
07 Student: joo-oo-oo 
 ye-e-e 
08 Teacher: [selvä 
            [okay/sure 
            [((closes the book, walks behind her desk)) 
09 Students:((talk in low voices, putting their books in 
 their desks or in their bags)) 
The teacher marks the possible beginning of a new task by using the particle okei 
(‘okay’) which is frequently used in classroom interaction to display the 
boundaries from one phase to another (line 1). She then reads aloud verbatim the 
next instruction in the textbook. After reading it she orients to the students, asking 
them if this was part of their homework (lines 2–3). After receiving their negative 
response, she briefly closes the sequence both verbally (lines 3, 6 and 8) and 
nonverbally by closing the book and by heading for the students’ stories on her 
desk (line 8). After that, the students also close their books and put them away, 
into their desks and bags. These actions indicate clearly that the textbook-based 
literacy activity is finished.  
These Examples 2–5 illustrated the structure and the step-by-step development of 
the typical textbook-based literacy event in MTL classroom. It is evident that the 
textbook is used as the agenda for at least some phases of the MTL lessons. In 
addition, it can also shape the organization of interaction in a rather 
straightforward way. What is interesting is that students seem to orient actively in 
these literacy events, displaying active participation, answering questions and 
commenting on them. Although this type of an interaction is sometimes 
characterized in educational literature as being pedagogically doubtful and 
undermining students intellectually (e.g. Fisher 1995; Seedhouse 2004, 102–110), 
in my data, the students seem to enjoy these sessions. They seem to participate 
eagerly by orienting to the teacher and the pedagogic content and by commenting 
and asking questions about the subject. However, this applies solely to the data 
video recorded in the 6th grade, and only to the MTL lessons on Finnish grammar. 
One possible explanation for the students’ enjoyment is that pupils of that grade 
are actually interested and motivated in learning grammar, which contradicts the 
conclusions presented in earlier studies (e.g. Korhonen & Alho 2006; Sarmavuori 
& Maunu 2011).  
3 Textbook used as the instruction 
The third function of the textbook for MTL classroom interaction that I will 
discuss is the use of the textbook as the tuition of the pedagogic interaction. By 
this I mean that the only instruction the students receive on a certain matter is by 
reading a section that is included in the textbook. This can occur either publicly 
(reading aloud) or independently (silent reading).  
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In my data, in the course of MTL lessons often involve phases of silent reading 
where students must read a section of a text and write, for example, a comment 
about it or use it in other ways for their individual or group work. This method is 
used both in the lower and the upper grades in basic education, although it seems 
to be more common in the upper grades. The next example is an extract from a 
lesson in the 9th grade. The teacher instructs the students to read a section in the 
textbook. Next, after his introduction and after their reading, they are to draw a 
figure based on the text that deals with a period in the history of the Finnish 
language. In the beginning of this extract, the teacher is standing in front of the 
classroom. The students have already opened their books on their desks.  
Example 6. (Gospel Text, 9th grade) 
01 Teacher: LUKEKAA sivu kaheksantoist viiva (3.0)  
            READ pages eighteen to (3.0) 
02          kakskymmentä. (1.5) ni teille muodostuu (.)  
 twenty. (1.5) so you will get an idea (.) 
03          kuva sen hetkisest tilanteesta, 
            about what was the situation at that time, 
((the remainder of the teacher’s instruction has been 
omitted; then nine minutes of silent reading)) 
04 Teacher: ONKS JOLLAIN (.) LUKEMINEN KESKEN, 
 IS SOMEBODY (.) STILL READING, 
05 Sami: ei 
            no 
Many of the teachers in MTL education end up planning for literacy tasks that are 
completed during their lessons. This has many advantages, especially for those 
students who are not motivated to read and who therefore tend to skip the 
homework on these issues. These unmotivated students are instead expected to 
practice their skills during the school day. Furthermore, the teachers often offer 
students the types of genres and texts, fictional and other types of texts that they 
would not read in other circumstances on their own. However, reading a textbook 
during the lessons seems not to serve the purpose of expanding the range of genres 
in the students’ stock of knowledge. Moreover, it seems to be an easy solution for 
the teacher to review the facts that are included in the curriculum. What is evident 
is that this method does not support the critical literacy practices that could be 
developed in the joint discussions between the students and the teacher (e.g. 
Bloome et al. 2005; Gee 2007; Belgarde et al. 2009). 
In addition, the earlier examples contained some examples that included short 
sections of a reading aloud task, namely reading aloud verbatim the instruction in 
a textbook (Examples 3, 4 and 5). However, these texts were very short, usually 
the length of one sentence. Another common method that is adopted during the 
MTL lessons, especially in the lower grades in the basic education, is the reading 
aloud of longer fictional texts, ranging from poems to novels. Usually the texts 
that are read aloud are not those that are found in textbooks, but some of them 
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might be included in the guidebooks for teachers. For the pupils, reading aloud 
fictional texts seems to increase their motivation to read on their own, and it gives 
pleasure to the listeners – even to those students who are themselves able to read 
without difficulties (e.g. Suojala 2006, Lerkkanen 2007). In addition, in her 
analysis on the EFL classroom, Pitkänen-Huhta (2003) shows that teachers often 
instruct their students to read aloud sections in their English textbooks during their 
lessons. This is understandable because learning a foreign language also means 
learning to pronounce the words of the language accurately and to become 
acquainted with the rhythm and intonation patterns of the language. However, to 
my surprise, during the MTL lessons the teachers also use the method of reading 
aloud from a textbook, and they use this as a part of their teaching.  
The last example illustrates from this type of a situation in the 9th grade. Here, the 
teacher has talked previously about the origins of old Finnish loan words. The 
students have read these words from a list in the textbook and have discussed 
about them. A few students then become restless. The teacher tries to get them to 
be quiet and at the same time, moves on to the next part of the lesson. During this 
extract, the teacher is sitting behind her table, facing the students who are sitting 
at back of the classroom, as far from the teacher as possible. 
Example 7 (Language Relatives, 9th grade) 
01 Samuli: ((whis[les, imitating the sound of a bomb 
 dropping )) 
02 Teacher:       [tarkotus ois mennä vähän eteenpäin, 
                  [the aim is to proceed a bit, 
03 (1.0) 
04 Minna:  [lopeta, hihihh  
         [stop it, hihihh 
          [((looking at Samuli)) 
05 Samuli: krrshhhh[hhh ((imitating the sound of a bomb 
 crashing on the ground)) 
06 Teacher:         [no nii, >lopettakaa nyt toi<. 
                    [okay, >stop that now<. 
07 (0.7) 
08 Teacher: mennääs vähä eteenpäin, suomi ja sen 
          let’s proceed a bit, Finnish and its related 
09 sukukielet [te pääsette oikeestaan 
            languages   you may actually work  
10 Samuli:            [räkspoks tuks khrrr     [ 
11 Teacher: jo[vähä omiin töihi hetken päästä. 
 in[dividually in a moment . 
12 Ville:                                       [pum 
13 Samuli: bum 
14 Ville: pum 
15 Teacher: ja: (.) Samuli ku oot siellä äänessä  
 an:d (.) Samuli while you are talking aloud  
16 muutenki ni alotappa meille sivulta  
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 anyway so start to read for us on page  
17 sata yheksänyks. 
  hundred ninety one. 
18 Samuli: satayheksänyks. (.) alusta vai. 
            hundred ninety one. (.) at the beginning or. 
19 Teacher: kyllä ihan alusta. 
            yes right at the beginning.  
20 Samuli: ”suomi ja sen sukukielet. (0.5) eräs 
            ”Finnish and its related languages (0.5) a 
21 unkarilainen jesuiittamunkki huomasi  - - ” 
           Hungarian Jesuit monk noticed - - ” 
Two boys, Samuli and Ville are engaged in imitating martial arts sounds (lines 1, 
5, 10, 12–14). This activity seems not to be connected to anything that has 
transpired during the lesson. Furthermore, other students (line 4) and the teacher 
(line 6) are disturbed by these rather loud sounds that the boys are making. 
Because the teacher is unsuccessful in addressing her approach to (line 6) she tells 
one of them, Samuli, to engage in another activity (lines 15–17). When teacher’s 
reproach is not otherwise successful, it seems to be a common procedure for 
teachers to direct a student to another kind of (embodied) activity (Tainio 2011). 
What is interesting from the point of view of the literacy event is that the task of 
reading aloud in the textbook is used here as a punishment. This hardly increases 
the students’ interest in the issue or the textbook as a source of interesting 
information. After Samuli has read aloud for a while, the teacher gives the turn to 
another student; for some time, the students read aloud from the textbook one after 
another. The pedagogic benefit of this kind of an activity is difficult to grasp, but 
from the point of view of controlling the classroom order, this task seems to be 
successful. As a consequence, the students remain reasonably quiet and they agree 
to read aloud when it is their turn. All in all, both the silent reading of the textbook 
and the reading aloud the textbook during the lessons seem to serve other purposes 
than developing the students’ literacy skills.  
Concluding remarks  
This article has presented a discussion of the role of textbooks in MTL education 
by referring to earlier studies and by analyzing the textbook-based literacy events 
in naturally occurring classroom interaction. According to surveys, MTL teachers 
use textbooks rather extensively in their teaching, however, subject teachers of 
MTL do not rely as heavily on textbooks as primary school teachers or some other 
subject teachers of, for example, S/FL or mathematics (Heinonen 2005; 
Lappalainen 2011; Luukka et al 2008). My analysis on classroom data in MTL 
education does not provide answers to questions concerning how much teachers 
use or how they estimate their use of textbooks in their teaching or in the delivered 
curricula. However, my examples illustrate the ways in which the material artifact 
of a textbook is handled during classroom interaction and also, to some extent, the 
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ways in which a textbook is used as a cognitive artifact (Hutchins 1999; Tainio & 
Piirainen-Marsh 2011).  
My analysis has identified several functions for the use of textbooks in classroom 
interaction. As a material artifact, the uses include taking out a textbook from a 
school bag or from a desk, searching for the right page, teacher’s ways of taking 
up the book, showing it to the students, and closing the book and putting it down. 
All these practices indicate to the students that a new phase of the lesson is about 
to begin or that the ongoing phase is to close. This allows students to concentrate 
momentarily on the embodied activities that offer a very concrete signal that the 
lesson in proceeding. As a cognitive artifact, the textbook seems to form the 
agenda of the lesson. This is especially true when teaching grammar. Another 
factor that affects the lesson is the organization of the pedagogic interaction, 
including the turn-taking organization. Sometimes the textbook is even used as 
the instruction, forming the basis of teaching and thus acting as a cognitive artifact 
at a very concrete level. During classroom interaction, a textbook can also be used 
as a means for classroom control, to ensure the students’ being quiet and involved. 
These functions of the use of textbooks in classroom interaction would probably 
not have been mentioned by the teachers in interviews or surveys. Nevertheless, 
in my opinion, the uses of textbook that have been identified in the classroom data 
exert a major influence on the organization of the interaction in the MTL 
classroom.  
In my discussions with teachers, and sometimes also with the researchers in 
education, the belief of ‘good teachers do not use textbooks in their teaching,’ is 
often mentioned. Some teachers even seem to be somewhat ashamed of their 
relying extensively on textbooks in their teaching. However, this question of using 
textbooks is not as simple as it might look like at first sight. From the national 
assessments, no evidence suggests that the learning results of students who have 
not used textbooks are better than the results of other students (cf. Hellgren 2011). 
Even the common belief that students become bored when their instruction is 
predominantly based on seems not to be valid in all situations. This became 
evident when I analyzed the data recorded from the 6th grade where textbook-
based literacy events in the studying of grammar were carried out in quite a 
traditional way. Yet the students in these situations – including boy students – 
were active and focused on the activity of teaching and on their learning of the 
grammatical issues in question. Textbooks are written and designed by experts, 
and although teachers and students should also read textbooks critically, they offer 
material for different kinds of activities – with or without textbooks. Furthermore, 
teachers should not be reluctant to use textbooks when it is appropriate from the 
point of view of didactics. Nevertheless, the use of various kinds of methods and 
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Transcription conventions follow the tradition of conversation analysis. The 
adopted transcription conventions are the following:  
. /, / ?   Falling / level / rising intonation  
-       Cut-off 
↑ / ↓     Change in pitch height: higher / lower than preceding speech 
> < / < > Faster / slower tempo  
:      Sound stretch  
CAP  Loud voice   
(.)    Pause, less than 0.3 s.  
(0.5)  Length of pause 
hh .hh      Out-breath / in-breath  
 [  ]   Overlap  
=         Latching of turns 
“  “ Reading aloud 
